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It is well known that an informed fishery man-
agement regime should have a reliable and
objective information edifice that is built on
scientific principles of data collection system.
The resource monitoring system in vogue since
1950s is continually refined in consonance
with the changing marine fisheries scenario
being followed by CMFRI is acclaimed world
wide. One of the products of the resource
monitoring system is the resource wise and
gear wise estimation of landings of the ex-
ploited coastal marine fishery resources of the
EEZ along with the fishing effort expended.
CMFRI has been disseminating this informa-
tion from time to time through its various pub-
lications. This special publication is unique by
the way of not only providing estimates of
landings in the twenty year period from 1985-
2004 but also by depicting the trends in the
production of major exploited resources of
different regions of the country. This publica-
tion contains an introduction, methodology of
data collection, description of production
trends in each region followed by resource
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antennae and legs possessed white bands.
This is the first report of P. waguensis in
indigenous gears from Indian waters.
P. waguensis is distributed along Indo-west
Pacific region, Honshu island, Japan,
Thailand, south west India and Andamans.
They have edible and ornamental value. In
Japan, these lobsters which form sporadic
catch are often sold to the public aquaria.
Reported by : S. Lakshmi Pillai and P.
Thirumilu, Madras Research Centre of
CMFRI, Madras
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wise estimates of marine fish landing from
1985-2004 in India and the coastal states,
namely, West Bengal, Orissa, Andhra
Pradesh, Tamil Nadu, UT of Pondicherry,
Kerala, Karnataka, Goa, Maharashtra and
Gujarat. For each of the states, the annual
resource wise landings for the twenty-year
period from 1985-2004 together with land-
ings in each quarter of the year (Calendar
month based) are provided. Suggested read-
ing material is given that contains references
to sources of data earlier to 1985.
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Tunas are highly valued food fishes targeted
by coastal fishers as well as distant water
fishing nations. Different species of tunas
occur in the neritic and oceanic waters and
are caught by using diverse types of fishing
crafts and gears. World tuna landings touched
the record high of 4.3 million t in 2005. Tuna
is the second largest product in the
international seafood trade constituting over
15%. Although they constitute less than 5%
of the world commercial catch by weight, they
contribute much by dollar value (US $ 5.3
billion). Tuna fishing and fisheries have
become priority theme while addressing issues
of development, utilization and management
of fisheries in India in the light of EEZ
regulations and other international
conventions. One of the highlights of the 20th
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